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part of their lives. A survey in 1934 reported lower classmen
in college more prone to belief than juniors and seniors, and
that of the faculty the less eminent scientists numbered more
believers than their colleagues—although physicists and like
specialists, presumably knowing least about society and the
mind of man, took more stock in religion than did biologists,
social scientists and psychologists. Inconclusive though such
data were, they served as straws in the wind indicating a
continued drift away from institutional creeds.
Religion as an inner experience—fruition of America's
long tutelage to the Protestant spirit—was probably much
less impaired* Upon the highest intellectual level it still
flourished, for example, in the writings of the theologian
Reinhold Niebuhr, whose Gifford lectures at Edinburgh ap-
peared in 1941 as the first volume of The Nature and
Destiny of Man. Here he expressed a rather somber view of
man caught between the upper and nether millstones of his
supernaturalism and his naturalism, the latter often deluding
him into erecting "idols" like rigid systems of philosophy
or social schemes for perfecting the race, though Niebuhr
himself paradoxically supported liberal ideas. Basically he
taught—in the tradition of Denmark's Kierkegaard, redis-
covered by intellectuals in this generation through the writ-
ings of Karl Barth—that religious faith has no connection
with and requires no verification by reason; God exists, and
man's contact with Him is life's most certain and significant
fact, even though man cannot conceive God as He truly is.
Under long depressions and times of frustration, religious
philosophy tends to magnify man's helplessness, looking to
God for all strength and wisdom*
Upon the popular level religion found expression in the
best-selling inspirational novels of the clergyman Lloyd
Douglas, like The Magnificent Obsession (1929) and The
Green Light (1935), and in such works as Henry C Link's
The Return to Religion (1936), which sought to endow
men with a spiritual purpose against selfish immersion in

